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Gerri Elliott
EVP and Chief Sales and Marketing Officer

As first ever EVP and Chief Sales and Marketing Officer, Gerri Elliott is responsible for worldwide sales 
and marketing, field operations, and partnerships across the globe.

Gerri is an accomplished business leader with deep technology experience in enterprise and software 
sales. She has led large-scale and highly complex global sales organizations and is a recognized 
expert in go-to-market and customer care strategies. She is highly regarded for her deep international 
experience including spending years living and working in Asia.

As a leader at IBM, Microsoft and Juniper Networks, Gerri has transformed global businesses for more 
than half of her career. As Juniper Networks Chief Customer Officer, she led a global organization of 
direct and indirect sales, systems engineering, marketing, advanced technologies, channel partners 
and alliances, field operations, services and support. Prior to that, Gerri was Microsoft’s Corporate 
Vice President, WW Public Sector, where she oversaw sales and marketing teams serving government, 
education and health care customers across more than 100 countries. She built the WW Industry 
Solutions Group, creating multiple industry go-to-market teams, and led Americas Enterprise, the 
largest geography for Microsoft. Gerri started her tech career at IBM, spending almost 22 years there 
in key executive and management positions in strategy development, services and consulting, product 
management, and sales.

Gerri has a deep commitment and passion for developing female leaders and creating more diversity 
in business. Most recently, she founded Broadrooms.com, a site devoted to executive women who 
serve or want to serve on corporate boards. Prior to Cisco, Gerri served on several Board of Directors, 
including Imperva, Marvell Technologies, Mimecast and Bed Bath and Beyond. She currently serves on 
the Board of Directors for Whirlpool and serves on its audit and finance committees.

Gerri holds a bachelor’s degree in political science from New York University.

Amy Chang
SVP/GM, Cisco Collaboration

Amy serves on the board of directors for Procter & Gamble, and has previously served on the boards 
of Cisco, Splunk and Informatica. Post-acquisition of her startup, Accompany, by Cisco, she is now 
leading Cisco’s Collaboration business, led by the award-winning Webex portfolio including Meetings, 
Teams, Devices, Calling, and Contact Center. Accompany was a relationship intelligence platform for 
professionals which served Fortune 500 financial and professional services clients on their people and 
company data needs. 

Prior to Accompany, Amy was at Google, where she led the teams for Google Analytics, Website 
Optimizer, Trends, and multichannel attribution for over 7 years, growing Google Analytics to serve over 
86% of the entire web. She previously led product for the paid search and affiliates channels at eBay, 
as well as worked in the semiconductor and software industries at McKinsey. She started her career in 
hardware with Intel, AMD and Motorola.

She serves as an advisor to Hubspot, Optimizely, BloomReach, Origami Logic and Datorama. She holds 
a BS in Electrical Engineering with a hardware subspecialty and an MS in Electrical Engineering with a 
network systems subspecialty, both from Stanford University.

@gerri_elliott
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https://twitter.com/gerri_elliott
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Sri Srinivasan 
SVP/GM, Webex Meetings, Teams, Calling and Devices 

Sri Srinivasan is Senior Vice President and General Manager for the Team Collaboration Group at Cisco. 
Sri is responsible for the Cisco Webex that includes Meetings, Teams, Calling and Devices, as well as 
a portfolio of on-premises and hybrid collaboration tools. Under Sri’s leadership, Cisco is creating a 
collaboration canvas to empower teams to perform at their best. This open canvas brings collaboration 
tools together with productivity tools and business processes for a simple, unified experience.

Sri joined Cisco from Microsoft where he was GM for the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Enterprise Apps 
business in the C+E/Azure Group. Throughout his tenure at Microsoft, Sri primarily focused on the 
business solutions division, bringing thought leadership to help build a partner-based business model 
for an upper mid-market on-premises ERP and eventually its transition to Hybrid and Cloud SaaS.

Sri was responsible for Research & Development of the ERP Enterprise Edition for Microsoft Dynamics 
365 (formerly known as AX) and Common Data Service (CDS), the data substrate for the Azure 
Business Application Platform. Sri drove the successful transformation of an on-premises business to 
Cloud SaaS, a first of its kind on Azure, with an industry acclaimed offering as part of Dynamics 365. 
Previously Sri was the Engineering Director for Microsoft Dynamics AX through 2013. Prior to that, Sri 
was the General Manager for the Dynamics AX Customer Success Team where he built the team for the 
division, enabling the Solution Architect role, and the incubation of Life Cycle Services (SaaS Service for 
customer/partner driven ALM), which is now a mainstream offering for Dynamics implementations  
and rollouts.

Prior to Microsoft, Sri was one of eleven Distinguished Engineers at Peoplesoft. Sri worked on the initial 
web transformation of business applications, with focus on performance and scale. Sri also worked on 
acquisition diligence, specifically on the merger of JD Edwards into Peoplesoft.

Sri has a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science from Birla Institute of Technology, India.

Pegah Ebrahimi
Chief Operating Officer, Collaboration Technology Group

Pegah is COO for the Collaboration Technology Group. Prior to joining Cisco, she served as Morgan 
Stanley’s COO of Global Technology Banking. She led business transformation and global expansion for 
this multi-billion dollar, world leading franchise; doubling revenue and profitability during 4 years. 

Previously, as CIO of the firm’s $7Bn Global Banking Franchise and prior to that, as VP, Strategy and 
Operations for the $20Bn Institutional Sales Divisions, Pegah successfully drove global technology 
strategy and execution around infrastructure, application development, collaboration, and  
end-user computing. 

An MIT graduate, Pegah is an innovator and entrepreneur at her core, having launched two companies 
of her own.

Vasili Triant
Vice President and General Manager, Cisco Contact Center

As VP and General Manager of Cisco’s Contact Center, Vasili is working to enable more cognitive, 
collaborative experiences for the world’s customers, and the employees who serve them. He’s doing 
that by unifying our global Contact Center portfolio to deliver the world’s most mature contact center 
feature set via a cloud architecture that will be deployment agnostic for on-premise, hybrid, or pure-
cloud environments. 

Vasili brings more than 20 years of deep expertise in Telecom and Contact Center markets to Cisco, 
having joined from Serenova, where as CEO he led the cloud software company through a significant 
phase of growth and industry recognition for its Contact Center solutions. He led the Serenova carve 
out from his tenure as CEO of LiveOps, one of the pioneering global Call Center Services and BPO 
businesses supporting more than 400 organizations and 20,000+ remote agents worldwide. 

Prior to LiveOps, Vasili spent 8 years leading global sales organizations for UC leader ShoreTel 
(acquired by Mitel in 2017). He also serves on the board of directors for Servion.
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Aruna Ravichandran
VP/CMO, Webex Collaboration

Aruna is an award-winning Marketing leader who is passionate about Technology, Digital 
Transformation and DevOps. Aruna is also highly in demand as a keynote speaker, she is an 
Independent Blogger for Forbes, has authored two books and holds a degree in Computer Engineering 
and an MBA, both from Santa Clara University.    

As a sought-after leader, Aruna joined Cisco to lead Collaboration Marketing. She is responsible for all 
aspects of marketing for the Collaboration business unit including: Demand Generation, Digital 
Marketing, Product Marketing, Branding and other supporting marketing functions for Cisco’s market 
leading hardware and software collaboration products.

Her career started as an engineer at Hewlett Packard and she has held executive leadership roles in 
engineering and in marketing. Following her 17 years at Hewlett Packard, she led Marketing and 
Strategy for Software Defined Networking at Juniper Networks and then Product and Solutions 
Marketing at CA Technologies.  

Accolades include: Top 100 Most Influential Women in Silicon Valley 2016 by the San Jose Business 
Journal, received the National Diversity Council’s 2016 Most Powerful and Influential Woman Award, 
and Silver Stevie Award for Female Executive of the Year 2018.  

Lorrissa Horton 
VP/GM, Webex Teams

Lorrissa Horton is Vice President and General Manager of Webex Teams in the Team Collaboration 
Group (TCG) at Cisco. TCG’s focus is team empowerment through our collaboration canvas. The canvas 
brings together all the collaboration touchpoints for groups of people who work on a common purpose, 
from the productivity tools they use to the places they meet, integrated with their business processes.

Lorrissa is focused on Cisco’s next generation of tools that will revolutionize team collaboration. As VP/
GM of Webex Teams, Lorrissa’s main focus is managing Cisco’s cloud-based collaboration portfolio 
in Webex Teams, as well as Cisco’s Jabber Client, an on-premises and cloud-based collaboration 
service, both of which offers integrated business messaging, video, calling and meetings.

Prior to Cisco, Lorrissa’s 12 years of industry experience, has spanned across all areas of product 
management. Her expertise includes productivity software in Microsoft Office, natural language 
processing, and machine learning with search and NUI experiences, hardware development for sound 
and video, analytics with Microsoft PowerBI, and business applications for human capital management.

Javed Khan 
VP/GM, Cloud Collaboration Technology

Javed Khan is the Vice President and General Manager of Cloud Collaboration Technology at Cisco. 
Javed’s team of 1000 employees is responsible for development, product management, and support 
for the Webex Meetings business line. 

Javed brings 20+ years of engineering leadership to Cisco. Previously, Javed served as Vice President 
of Engineering of Enterprise Security products at Symantec.

Javed holds an MS in Computer Science from UCLA and an MBA from UCLA Anderson School of 
Management. When he’s not obsessing on amazing collaboration experiences for people around the 
world, Javed can be found spending time with his family in the San Francisco bay area.
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Radhi Chagarlamudi
Senior Director, IT

Known for spearheading innovation that accelerates business outcomes, Radhi Chagarlamudi leads the 
Business Collaboration, Software Platforms & Channel Partner IT organization at Cisco. She and her 
team drive the voice, video, conferencing, messaging, and video streaming services for Cisco’s global 
workforce of more than 70,000 employees; the software-enablement platforms that manage Cisco’s 
global data centers and run ITaaS; and the simplified, intelligent experiences in the systems and tools 
used by over 65,000 Cisco Channel Partner companies.

Radhi has been a recognized leader of global teams for over 20 years. She’s led multiple Cisco 
initiatives, including an enterprise-wide service management transformation and the development of 
an insightful operations framework within IT that provides the foundation for predictive and autonomic 
operations. In addition, Radhi’s teams gain early access to Cisco solutions and technologies that they 
test, pilot, and then scale for the entire enterprise. 

In her personal life, Radhi is an active community volunteer using her passion for collaboration, 
inclusion, and diversity to lead regional STEM programs through Cisco’s Connected Women’s 
affinity group, and her membership at the Orchid Giving Circle at the Texas Women’s Foundation, 
which provides large community grants supporting social change and services for the North Texas 
Asian community. She holds an electrical and systems engineering bachelor’s degree from Carleton 
University, and an engineering management master’s degree from Southern Methodist University. 

Radhi resides in Texas and enjoys spending time outdoors with her husband and two children. An avid 
hiker and global traveler, she often spends her family holidays exploring mountain summits.

Jono Luk
Senior Director of Product Management, Webex Platform

Jono Luk is responsible for the Webex Platform Product Management and Integrations team. His team 
charter spans a variety of areas including Customer and Partner Lifecycle Management, the Webex 
Analytics and Diagnostics Platform, Enterprise/Security-readiness as well as the core Identity platform 
that powers the Webex services. Additionally, his team is responsible for ensuring the successful 
integration of the Webex product line with customer, partner and industry solutions for verticals such as 
Healthcare and horizontals such as Customer Relationship Management (CRM). 

Previous to his work with Cisco, Jono worked at Microsoft Corporation. He held roles across various 
teams and products including the Dynamics 365 Common Data Service, the Power BI Developer/PaaS 
product and the core identity team for the Office clients. He also was a founding member of the Azure 
Active Directory team as well as SharePoint Online. 

@radhic11

@jonoatwork

https://twitter.com/radhic11
http://twitter.com/radhic11
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Workplace Transformational Leaders

Eric Anderson
Director of IT at Seyfarth Shaw LLP

With over 30 years leading Information Technology and Services in the legal industry, Eric Anderson 
is the Director of IT at Seyfarth Shaw LLP. In addition to his positions in the legal industry, he has held 
numerous volunteer positions with ILTA (International Legal Technology Association), including serving 
on their Board of Directors, as well as Conference Co-Chair for ILTACON and their LegalSEC Summit. 
Eric attended Aurora University and Northwestern University and holds a bachelor’s degree and is 
a member of Omicron Delta Kappa. He also attended a number of Executive Education programs at 
Kellogg’s School of Management and the University of Chicago.

Jeff Calusinski
Chief Technology Officer at USAA

Jeff Calusinski is Vice President and Chief Technology Officer. He joined USAA in late 2017. Currently 
Jeff is responsible for technical research, platform solutions, developing a technical talent framework for 
skills development and career management. Additionally, Jeff is responsible for USAA’s overall technical 
architecture and setting the strategy for evolving the architecture to meet future needs. 

Prior to his role as CTO, Jeff was an IBM Distinguished Engineer & Architect with over twenty-five years 
of development and architecture experience. In this role Jeff was responsible for leading IBM’s Financial 
Services Sector’s use of next generation technology including Mobile, Social, and Cognitive technology 
adoption. Additionally, Jeff worked with IBM Research, IBM Academy of Technology, W3C, Open Group, 
CSCC, and multiple internal and external standards groups to enhance the organization’s understanding 
of how technology is applied to solve customer business challenges and drive innovation. 

Jeff is a proud parent of three children and enjoys spending time coaching sports and helping with 
school activities. He is a graduate of Lewis University with a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 
and is an avid sponsor of advancing women in technology.

Jen Goeldner
Head of Workspace Technology at Transurban

Jen has over 25 years of experience in the IT industry, including 10 years specializing in Operations, 
Enterprise Mobility and Workspace. Jen has held a variety of Senior Leadership roles across 
Infrastructure, Airline and Financial Services sectors and is currently responsible for defining future 
workspace strategies and technology roadmaps for Transurban. She has a strong commitment to 
business transformation through workplace modernization, digitization and enablement and believes  
in the power of people, innovation and customer experience to drive organizational capability  
and excellence.

Educator. Evangelist. Technologist

Erik Johnson
Director of Colleague Technology at Citizens Financial Group

Erik Johnson is Director of Colleague Technology at Citizens Financial Group, one of America’s oldest 
and largest financial institutions with over $160bn in assets. He leads the team which is transforming 
the way 20,000 Citizens colleagues work and collaborate across 1200 office and branch locations 
across the country. Erik’s vision of delivering easy, secure collaboration experiences in the highly 
regulated financial industry is a key enabler of the bank’s digital transformation initiatives. His first 
collaboration project was converting a biotech company from MS Mail on Windows for Workgroups 
to cc: Mail, and since then he’s driven tech culture transformation at companies such as State Street, 
Pearson Education, Bank of America and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.



Christopher Lindner
Chief Information Officer, Global Head of Enterprise Technology at Manhattan Associates

A seasoned executive with more than 26 years of IT experience in the financial services, ecommerce, 
and supply chain industries, Chris Lindner has a successful track record of partnering with business 
leaders to plan, develop, and implement industry-leading information technology solutions to meet or 
exceed revenue, cost and shareholder value objectives. 

In his current role as Chief Information Officer for Manhattan Associates, Inc., Chris is responsible for 
the strategic direction and delivery of the company’s global IT infrastructure. These services span 
the following disciplines: innovation, organizational development, portfolio and project management, 
software and infrastructure engineering, and operations. Chris leads Manhattan’s IT organization to 
provide ubiquitous access to information and applications to the company’s clients and employees.

Prior to joining Manhattan Associates, Chris served as Director for the Enterprise Technology Group at 
Fiserv, where he was responsible for the operational efficiency of the company’s more than 70 data 
centers. Before Fiserv, Chris served three years as an advisor at KPMG, where he delivered technology 
strategy and solutions to clients on various topics, such as system implementation, technology strategy, 
PMO, portfolio management, etc. 

David Thacker
Vice President, Product Management for Apps at Google Cloud

David Thacker is the Vice President of Product Management for Apps at Google Cloud, where he is 
responsible for overseeing products across G Suite.

David rejoined Google from LinkedIn in May 2017. Previously, he was the VP of Product Management at 
LinkedIn and the VP of Product Management at Groupon. Prior to that, David was an Associate Partner 
at Greylock Partners, a leading Silicon Valley venture capital firm whose portfolio companies at the time 
included LinkedIn, Facebook, Workday and AirBnB.

David first joined Google in 2003 as the Group Product Manager for Adwords, leading the creation of 
new advertising products for global ad agencies, small businesses and strategic partners. David also 
contributed to building Google’s product development organization in Europe and served as Google’s 
senior advertising product executive for the London region.

David holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science and Economics from Duke University and MBA 
from Harvard Business School.




